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SERY KIM RECEIVES ENDORSEMENT OF VdD7 - WORLDWIDE ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO
MINISTRY AND FAITH
Proud first-generation Texan Sery Kim has officially received the endorsement of VdD7
TARRANT COUNTY, T.X. – Sery Kim, a lifelong Texan, attorney, and former Assistant Administrator for the
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) appointed by President Donald J. Trump has officially been
endorsed by VdD7 in her campaign for the open seat in Texas’ 6th Congressional District. During Holy
Week, this endorsement represents a dedication to her Christian faith and solidarity with the people of
Israel.
In their endorsement, VdD7 said, “The need for conservative Christian leaders in
government offices at every level of the United States has reached a fever pitch as we
watch communist socialist agendas attempt to take over the country we love and
cherish. It has stirred a sleeping giant in the Body of Messiah, and Sery Kim is one
such believer that refuses to sit on the sidelines and instead arise and shine to take her
place as a daughter of Yeshua in the U.S. government.”
“VdD7 recently had the great privilege to interview candidate Sery Kim, who is currently
running for the office of Representative in Texas’ 6th Congressional district. It is one of
the only vacant seats in the country at the moment with all others having to wait until the 2022 mid-term
elections. During the exclusive interview, candidate Sery Kim brought an intensity and passion that is
uncanny in your run of the mill politician, but it is not only passion and solid Biblical values she brings to the
table, but also immense experience and a reputation of making good on her promises.”
“When VdD7 asked why she felt she stood out amongst her competitors, and why she felt she could do this
job better than the rest, Kim, without hesitation, began to list off her impressive credentials as a person who
has played an integral part in draining the swamp in Washington, DC working for President Donald Trump
as the Assistant Administrator for the Office of Women’s Business Ownership, as Senior Advisor at the U.S.
department of Health and Human Services, as well as a litany of other high profile jobs in His administration,
as well as others before him. She explained that not only is she a Texan through and through that can talk
the talk, but unlike her opponents, she can walk the walk and get things done in Washington, D.C. where it
counts. She is a small business owner herself, a proud graduate of UT Law, and also a proud Korean
American who understands the importance of coming to America legally and protecting our borders,
something the current administration is clearly opposed to.”
“Most importantly, she is a child of God first and foremost, something VdD7 witnessed first hand, and
something that her long list of endorsements from the local, state, and federal level are immediately aware
of. If you live in Texas, vote for Sery Kim on May 1st! If you do not live within the 6th district, that is not the
only way you can support a true believer getting into this crucial office. Let’s do our part kingdom family to
support Sery Kim with both natural provision and supernatural provision through prayer and faith. Adonai
bless you and keep you!”

Sery Kim said, “As we are in Holy Week -- remembering the persecution and sacrifice of our Lord Jesus
Christ -- I am honored to receive the endorsement of a globally prestigious organization such as VdD7.
Their mission to spread the Gospel throughout the world is noble and should be admired. I aspire to live my
life, personally and through public service, by the biblical standard set forth by our Savior and am humbled
by the generous support and endorsement of VdD7. I can assure the voters of Texas’ 6th Congressional
District that I will go to Washington to fight for our religious freedoms and represent the values that we live
by on a daily basis -- and I wish for each of us the hope of the true meaning of Easter.”
About VdD7
VdD7 is an apostolic ministry called to awake, activate, inspire and raise up the worldwide prophetic
generation of the end times that is aligning with the heart of the Father, with Israel, and preparing the way
for the return of the King of glory. Their vision is to be a kingdom movement that will pave the way from the
ends of the earth back to Jerusalem to see the return of the King of glory.
VdD7 was founded by Emmanuel Kilem and Lion Cooke.
Ten years ago Emmanuel Kilem received the call from the Father while in Jerusalem to be a worshipper in
Spirit and Truth, a restorer of the Tabernacle of David, and part of the raising up of the Malachi 4:5-6
generation that is preparing the way for the return of Yeshua. During the first years after answering this call
from Jerusalem to the nations, the main focus was to collaborate with young leaders in 40 different
countries, and being a part of activating altars of worship in those nations.
3 1/2 years ago Lion Cooke was sent by the Holy Spirit to Jerusalem to be part of one of the missions of
VdD7, and after one month that mission was completed. At that point, both Emmanuel and Lion felt that
they were being called to work together, and that Yeshua was calling them to go 2 by 2 to the nations, both
a Jew and a gentile working together, not one person leading the other but with Yeshua as their leader.
It was the activation of the second season of the ministry, and the two of them were being called to go to
different nations and regions they had never been to before. So they dropped all of their previous plans on
the spot and began to really intentionally seek the face of Adonai in preparation for Yeshua sending them to
the nations. After two months of preparation in Jerusalem and supernatural provision, Abba confirmed 17
different nations He would send them to before leaving with a one way ticket and no resources or
sponsorship except for the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Thank God He is the owner of all the gold and
silver.
Since that time they have now been in more than 35 different countries during these 3 1/2 years seeing
thousands of miracles along the way, more than can be counted because the Great I Am is Who He says
He is.

###
Sery Kim is running as a candidate for the U.S. Congress in the 6th District of Texas.
More information about her campaign can be found at www.seryfortexas.com

